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Coastal engineering Issues 
 
I totally agree with Tonkin & Taylors Review (November 2013) however a 
solution for Westshore could be a reality if their assessment included wider 
coastal engineering issues. T&T have considered the breakwater in isolation to 
beach nourishment when both are integral components of the NCC solution. In 
my opinion, neither remedy is "stand alone". Other than the HBRC "do 
nothing" option, the solutions are a breakwater with nourishment or shoreline 
revetment (hard engineering) with strengthening to existing rock protection.  
 
The T&T Review shares my view which is contrary to Beca Consultants - quote 
"the change in the location of wave concentration could result in greater rates 
of erosion". This refers to the breakwater angled to dominant swells 
redirecting wave energy to another part of the beach where the only 
protection is a weak seawall of pebbles (called a Nourishment Scheme). 
Properties in this area are excluded from the Coastal Erosion Zone but are 
exposed to unreasonable risk when the NCC shingle seawall is inevitably 
breached.  
 
T&T could consider obvious affects on the area between Tareha Street and 
Nott Street and "worse case scenario" from James Street to the Surf Club. 
Many residents in North Terrace are concerned with the "obvious risks" and 
should be provided informed opinion and fair warning of those risks, if any. 
 
T&T also disagree with Becas views on two other pivotal issues - the new beach 
is not practical and surf breaks will be adversely affected. It is gratifying to find 
T&T have validated my 5 year old assessment by confirming the less intrusive 
and cheaper option will adequately protect property without redirecting 
erosion. Adopting the T&T assessment would ensure the precious Rangitira 
Reef will stay intact and natural surf breaks will be kept for recreational use. 
 
Removing the erosion causing seawall, built by the NCC in 1994, is an obvious 
remedy however the task of completely removing coastal obstructions and 
impediments below water level are difficult or impractical. Ratepayers could 
be relieved of huge expense if T&T considered the "land saving" option of 



strengthening existing shoreline protection and/or shoring up protection near 
an earlier alignment west of Whakarire Ave properties. This defence was 
adequate for many years until lack of maintenance caused erosion and before 
a regularly deepened shipping channel trapped 20,000 m3 of traditional sand 
replenishment each year (Port of Napier data).  

 
If saving land becomes the objective at a beach with permanent erosion, then 
the solution is limited to hard engineering, similar to Hardinge Road. Any form 
of recreational beach will continue to be totally dependent on imported 
material but if or when a rock seawall is finally built, the breakwater will be 
unnecessary. The T&T review could also consider the horrendous expense and 
the HBRC liability to remove a redundant breakwater resting on the seabed. 

 
Becas designed the breakwater in 2003 with 0.5m sea level rise and 
maintained this rise in 2013 when Dr Komar and other scientists had adopted 
1.1m. This revised sea level should alter the height and width of the proposed 
structure. T&T could consider the need to redesign the breakwater, involving a 
myriad of associated reports and another Resource Consent application. 
 
Dr Komar confirmed extraction of gravel from Pacific Beach is unsustainable 
and warned 'it is imperative' the removal of shingle from the foreshore must 
cease. This expert advice has validated my submissions to NCC since 2010 and 
HBRC in 2011. HBRC suggested an alternative source was a trench in the 
barrier ridge north of Awatoto. This solution would compromise the barrier 
ridge and include issues with backfilling. 
 
NCC suggested river shingle from the Dartmoor area however, adequate sand 
content, suitable gravel, HBRC consent and transport costs could preclude this 
option. Alternative sources of nourishment for Westshore Beach are scarce but 
the need is just as urgent as Councils responsibility to stop extraction on the 
Marine Parade.  

 
Without a supply of sand, the Nourishment Scheme should be canned however 
this will allow the HBRC preferred solution of uncontrolled erosion or 
"managed retreat" to accelerate. If Councils honour their commitment to save 
land, the solution is limited to hard engineering. 
 
A "rip rap" rock seawall can be built in accordance with Policy 27 cl 1.(c) of the 
NZCPS. Stage I - 900m south end seawall, Stage II - strengthening existing rock 
protection and Stage III - extending the seawall north to where erosion meets 
accretion. This uncomplicated engineering solution is affordable providing 



HBRC can be convinced the abundant local supplies of limestone rock are 
suitable for constructing seawalls. 
 
T&T could give consideration to the long term stability of the proposed 
breakwater where it's built in shallow water on a sandy sea bed. The base will 
be exposed to severe swells approaching at a 45o angle on a beach in a state of 
permanent erosion. T&T could consider potential erosion on the sandy seabed 
where embedded armour rocks will dislodge at the toe on the seaward face. 

 
Moderate swells can overtop the shingle bank however erosion from NE swells 
is minimal but significant from the SE when the coastal sediment drift is more 
active. T&T review could include how a significantly weaker beach will cope 
with extreme swells over 1.5m and severe swells over 2.0m. Extraordinary 
swells over 2.5m were last seen in 1974. This event  involved cleaning up a 
huge mess and repairing the Port Breakwater due to 7.2m waves. Councils 
must provide protection that withstood past events or condone residents living 
in fear waiting for similar swells. 
 
Becas reports need a major review because they were adopted by NCC: 

 before permanent erosion was conceded and accepted by all engineers. 

 before a sea level rise of 0.5 meter was re-calculated to 1.1 meters. 

 before severe inshore erosion and dumping waves made swimming unsafe. 

 when the beach was accessible without steps or a vertical bank to negotiate. 

 when residents accepted a breakwater was vital to save their properties. 

 when destruction of City Reef was absolutely necessary to save Kiwi Beach. 

 when NCC insisted the new breakwater will bring back beach sand. 

 when Councillors got elected on promises Westshore Beach will be restored. 

 when locals accepted a new sandy beach at the south end was possible. 

 when engineers failed to recognise erosion was a man-made problem. 

 when the Marine Parade was considered an endless source of cheap filling. 
 

The Port Company advises the shipping channel traps an average 20,000m3 of 
sand each year. Engineers agree this material, moving in the sediment drift, 
would otherwise replenish Westshore Beach. As owner of the Port, the HBRC 
should consider transferring the sand from the suction dredge to a barge so 
material can be dumped west of the Inner Channel. Sand would then deposit 
on the beach, just as it did prior to regular deepening of the shipping channel. 
Because 30,000m3 of sand leaves Westshore each year, and just 15,000m3 is 
imported as nourishment, there is a huge inshore deficit. The Westshore 
community will soon forgive a vital industry if they at least fess up and make a 
start at fixing a once treasured beach with little appeal and limited access. 



 
NCC has abdicated all responsibility to HBRC who have controlled and 
managed the Nourishment Scheme for 28 years. HBRC contend Westshore is 
natural erosion and not man-made because as owner of the Port, they are the 
culpable party with the privilege of being the regulator and administrator of 
erosion solutions. HBRC has formed a joint committee to formulate a Coastal 
Strategy under their complete control. This committee of Councillors will 
facilitate slow progress or aid and abet a disaster. A timely outcome is unlikely 
when HBRC engineers predict several years to formulate and many more 
before implementation. Confidence to have erosion attended to is very low 
when two Councils take five years between a simple Consent Application 
(August 2009) and this mid stage Pre-hearing (July 2014). Deemed urgent work 
in 1998, Westshore Beach has endured 16 years without adequate protection.  

 
The content of this Presentation for Discussion was sent to Cr Beaven because 
he is the HBRC member on the Coastal Strategy committee. Understandably, 
he had no idea the Coastal Strategy resulted from a directive from the 
Ombudsman to the HBRC to answer my question "why is beach nourishment 
the best long term solution for Westshore Beach?". My complaint was upheld 
because HBRC simply refused to answer this basic question for a project the 
HBRC has been in full control since 1985. Cr Beaven further added, in an email 
on the 11 June 2014, "there are arguably more urgent matters to deal with at 
Clifton and Haumoana". I was staggered and disappointed with his comment. 
 
Larry  Dallimore 
 


